WOMEN IN DENTISTRY
Suggested reading from the BDA Library

Title: 100 Years of Women in the Dental Profession in the UK, 1918-2018
Author: Brooks, J Publisher: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2019
Class No: D 925 BRO

Title: Open Wide - Memoir of the Dental Dame
Author: Seward, M Publisher: The Memoir Club, 2009
Class No: D 180 S SEW

Title: Women Dentists
Class No: Package 359

Title: Women in the Professions - A Report
Author: United Kingdom Inter-Professional Group Working Party on Women's Issues Publisher: Law Society, 1990
Class No: P 3145

Title: Lilian Lindsay 1871-1960
Author: Cohen, RA Publisher: Lindsay Society (?); c. 1972 (?)
Class No: P 4195

Title: Catalogue of the Rare Book Room
Author: Robert and Lilian Lindsay Library; BDA Publisher: : BDA, 1964
Class No: A 328

Title: Joseph Fox of Guy's (1775-1816) Dentist and Philanthropist - 1st Lilian Lindsay Memorial Lecture 3
Author: Cohen, RA Publisher: : Lindsay Society, 1995
Class No: P 3402

Title: The Surgeon Dentist or Treatise on the Teeth... Translated from the Second Edition,
Author: Fauchard, P Publisher: : Butterworth London, 1946
Class No: D 140 FAU

Title: Touch and Goe : Toothdrawers in England - 3rd Lilian Lindsay Memorial Lecture 21 June 1997 -
Author: Hargreaves, AS Publisher: : Lindsay Society for the History of Dentistry, 1998
Class No: P 3625

Title: Two Dental Historians: Lilian Lindsay and John Menzies Campbell. [The First Menzies Campball Lecture
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Title: Better Opportunities for Women Dentists - A Review of the Contribution of Women Dentists
Author: Seward, M Publisher: Department of Health, London, 2001
Class No: GP D 925 SEW [MMR]

Title: The Changing Roles of Women in Dentistry - A Nuffield Science Bursary Project
Author: Raval, D Publisher: BDA Museum / UK Forum for Oral and Dental Research, 2001
Class No: P 3901

Title: An Historical Review of Women in Dentistry: An Annotated Bibliography
Author: Boquist, C; Haase, JV Publisher: US Dept Health, Education & Welfare Bethesda, 1977
Class No: D 925 BOQ

Title: The Provision of Dental Care by Women Dentists in England and Wales in 1975
Author: Seward, MH; Neal, DG; Neal, HD; British Postgraduate Dental Federation
Publisher: British Postgraduate Medical Federation London, 1976
Class No: D 925 SEW

Title: The Provision of Dental Care by Women Dentists in England and Wales in 1985: A Ten Year Review
Author: Seward, MH; McEwen, EM Publisher: London Hospital Medical College London, 1987
Class No: D 925 SEW

Title: A Study into the Lives of a Group of Successful Women in Dentistry (MSc Thesis)
Author: Morris, IR Publisher: London Hospital Medical College, 1987
Class No: D 925 MOR [BASEMENT]

Title: Survey Amongst Working Women with Dependents
Author: Bowen, J.M Publisher: M.A.S. Survey Research Ltd London, 1976
Class No: P 2144 [BASEMENT]

Title: Two Dental Historians: Lilian Lindsay and John Menzies Campbell. [The First Menzies Campball Lecture]
Author: Cohen, R.A Publisher: 1980
Class No: P 2322 [BASEMENT]